The Adventures of Flat Jesus
Jesus promises us that he is always with us and will always go wherever
we go. Our school is involved in a very exciting and fun writing project
based on the book, “Flat Stanley,” written by Jeff brown. This has been
an ongoing program to foster writing and geography across the country!
You can visit the official Flat Stanley website to see photos of some of
the amazing places Flat Stanley has traveled: Space, The White House,
and many more places! But we will be using Flat Jesus to remind us that
Jesus is always with us.
Expectations
1. I ask that each student write in a journal (at least 15 entries) about
what they have done over break and where they have taken flat
Jesus. These entries may also be typed and printed out. If written,
the entries must have a title, date, and written in your very best
hand writing. If typed, the entries must also have a title, date, and
typed in an appropriate font that is legible to read. Also, please
make sure you have complete sentences with capitals and correct
ending punctuation. (Please do not begin sentences with And or
Because).
2. Even if your family is not taking any special holiday trips,
encourage your son/daughter to take flat Jesus on everyday trips!
To the mall, restaurants, amusement parks, family BBQs, etc.
3. At least 1 picture must go along with each journal entry for a total
of 15 pictures. All pictures must have captions as well. If you are
with your friends or family members in a new place, they may also
take pictures with you and flat Jesus.
4. Create a display with your pictures either in a small tri-fold or
small poster board. Remember, all pictures must have you AND
flat Jesus, with a caption.

5. Students will present their displays the first day of school. Both the
display and journal entries count for a grade.
*Just incase your student loses flat Jesus, here is an additional print
out.

